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Amendment to the International Traffic in
Arms Regulations: Addition of South Sudan
AGENCY: Department of State. ACTION: Final rule.
SUMMARY: The Department of State is amending the International
Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) to include reference to South
Sudan in its regulations on prohibited exports, imports, and sales to
and from certain countries, and to update defense trade policy
toward South Sudan by applying a policy of denial on the export of
defense articles and defense services to South Sudan, except as
otherwise provided. This amendment reflects a policy determination
made by the Secretary of State.
DATES: The rule is effective on February 14, 2018.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ms. Engda Wubneh,
Foreign Affairs Officer, Office of Defense Trade Controls Policy, U.S.
Department of State, telephone: (202) 663–2816, or
email DDTCResponseTeam@state.gov. ATTN: Regulatory Change,
ITAR Section 126.1 Update 2017.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: In response to the
escalating crisis in South Sudan, the Secretary of State has
determined that it is in the best interests of U.S. foreign policy
to restrict, with certain exceptions, the export of defense
articles and defense services to South Sudan in order to reflect
the U.S. government’s opposition to the trade of arms to
South Sudan and its contribution to the conflict and
humanitarian crisis, to promote the cessation of hostilities,
and to reinforce international unity in addressing the South
Sudan crisis by aligning the United States with existing
restrictions on certain exports to South Sudan by the
European Union. This action requires the Department to
amend ITAR § 126.1(d)(2) to include South Sudan in the list of
countries to which a policy of denial applies, and to add a new
paragraph (w) to specify the exceptions to the policy of denial
for which licenses and other approvals to South Sudan may be
approved on a case-by- case basis. Further, in accordance with
ITAR § 129.7, no broker, as described in ITAR § 129.2, may
engage in or make a proposal to engage in brokering activities
subject to the ITAR that involve South Sudan without first
obtaining the approval of the Directorate of Defense Trade
Controls.
Regulatory Analysis and Noticesw) South Sudan. It is the
policy of the United States to deny licenses or other approvals
for exports of defense articles and defense services destined
for South Sudan, except that a license or other approval may
be issued, on a case-by-case basis, for:
(1) Defense articles and defense services for monitoring,
verification, or peacekeeping support operations, including
those authorized by the United Nations or operating with the
consent of the relevant parties;
(2) Defense articles and defense services intended solely for
the support of, or use by, African Union Regional Task Force
(AU–RTF) or United Nations entities operating in South Sudan,
including but not limited to the United Nations Mission in the
Republic of South Sudan (UNMISS), the United Nations Mine
Action Service (UNMAS), the United Nations Police (UNPOL),
or the United Nations Interim Security Force for Abyei
(UNISFA);
(3) Defense articles and defense services intended solely for
the support of or use by non-governmental organizations in
furtherance of conventional weapons destruction or
humanitarian demining activities;
(4) Non-lethal defense articles intended solely for
humanitarian or protective use and related technical training
and assistance;
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(5) Personal protective equipment including flak jackets and
helmets, temporarily exported to South Sudan by United
Nations personnel, human rights monitors, representatives of
the media, and humanitarian and development workers and
associated personnel, for their personal use only; or
(6) Any defense articles and defense services provided in
support of implementation of the Comprehensive Peace
Agreement, the Agreement on the Resolution of the Conflict in
the Republic of South Sudan, or any successor agreement.
Michael Miller,
Office Director, Office of Regional Security and Arms Transfers,
Bureau of Political- Military Affairs, U.S. Department of
State. [FR Doc. 2018–02995 Filed 2–13–18; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4710–25–P

Two Men Arrested and Charged With
Illegally Exporting UAV Parts and
Technology to Hizballah
The indictment of Usama Darwich Hamade, 53, Samir Ahmed
Berro, 64, and Issam Darwich Hamade, 55, was announced
today for their conspiring to illegally export goods and
technology from the United States to Lebanon and to
Hizballah, a designated foreign terrorist organization, in
violation of the International Emergency Economic Powers Act
(IEEPA), the Export Administration Regulations, and the
International Traffic in Arms Regulations. Defendants Usama
Hamade and Issam Hamade are currently in custody in South
Africa. Samir Ahmed Berro remains at large.
Acting Assistant Attorney General for National Security
Edward C. O’Callaghan and U.S. Attorney Gregory G. Brooker
of the District of Minnesota made the announcement.

According to the Indictment, from 2009 through December
2013, Usama Hamade, Berro and Issam Hamade willfully
conspired to export and attempted to export from the United
States to Lebanon, and specifically to Hizballah, goods and
technology without obtaining the required export licenses
from the U.S. Department of Commerce and the U.S.
Department of State, in violation of IEEPA, the Export
Administration Regulations, the Arms Export Control Act, and
the International Traffic in Arms Regulations.
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According to the Indictment, those goods included inertial
measurement units (IMUs) suitable for use in unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), a jet engine, piston engines and recording
binoculars.
The charges contained in the indictment are merely
allegations, and the defendants are presumed innocent unless
and until proven guilty.
This case is the result of an investigation conducted by the FBI,
the U.S. Department of Commerce Office of Export
Enforcement, and Homeland Security Investigations.
Assistant U.S. Attorneys John Docherty and David MacLaughlin
are prosecuting the case, with assistance from Trial Attorney
David Recker of the National Security Division’s
Counterintelligence and Export Control Section.

Putin boasts that Russia has developed
a nuclear-powered cruise missile
impervious to U.S. defense shields
Russian President Vladimir Putin warned that any nuclear
attack, of any size, on Russia or its allies would be considered
an attack on Russia that would lead to an immediate response.
In a nearly two-hour-long speech to top Russian officials and
members of parliament, Putin began with a series of promises
to improve domestic living standards and ended with stark
warnings to the United States.
Russia, Putin warned, had responded to U.S. development of
missile defense shields by developing weapons that could not
be thwarted by them. On the big screen behind him, video
footage and computer graphics showed off the new weapons,
including a nuclear-powered cruise missile and underwater
drone. In one animation, a missile launched from Russia was
shown flying across the Atlantic, rounding the southern tip of
South America, and heading up the Pacific toward the United
States.

Proposed CFIUS Law Will Impose New
Export Controls on US Businesses
The Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act of
2017 (S. 2098/H.R. 4311, FIRRMA for short) was introduced in
Congress to reform the national security review of foreign
acquisitions of US businesses by the Committee on Foreign
Investment in the United States (CFIUS or the Committee).
However, FIRRMA extends well beyond this purpose of
reviewing acquisitions by giving CFIUS authority over
technology transfer transactions – both export and domestic.
The proposed legislation will give CFIUS authority over a US
business’ technology transfers both to an organization outside
the US and to a US organization that is “controlled” by a nonUS person. As a result, every company that produces military
or controlled dual-use items will need to consider CFIUS
review for foreign and domestic technology transfer
transactions. This aspect of the proposed legislation is
troubling because it establishes a duplicate government
approval process, requires review of technology transfer that
the existing export control agencies have determined not to
require a license, and imposes a new level of “know your
customer” due diligence to understand the ownership of a US
recipient.
Further, organizations that develop innovative and emerging
technologies also must consider CFIUS review, even though
their technology is not controlled for export purposes. Over
the last 20 years, the most innovative technologies (e.g.,
various artificial intelligence [AI] applications, information
security and encryption technology, nanotechnology, etc.)
have been developed, not by the US government or
government-sponsored research, but by purely commercial
companies – and, in particular, small venture-backed
commercial start-ups in Silicon Valley and other technology
hubs around the country. However, while many of these
emerging technologies may not be listed with an Export
Control Classification Number (ECCN) on the Commerce
Control List (CCL), they may require CFIUS review under the
proposed legislation. As to these decontrolled technologies,
including EAR99 technologies, not only does this proposed
increase in CFIUS authority add another export control
authority in addition to current controls, but it would also
create oversight over their transfer. Such a proposal stands to
negatively impact US innovation and, indirectly, its technology
advantage.
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Current Scope of CFIUS and Export Control Agencies
Under the current CFIUS implementing statute, Section 721 of
the Defense Production Act of 1950, CFIUS has authority over
“covered transactions,” which are defined as the acquisition of
“control” by a “foreign person” over a “US business.” CFIUS
authority is thus limited to only certain foreign investments in
the US that meet this definition. Currently, Section 721 does
not give CFIUS authority over technology transfers between
US and foreign persons (i.e., exports) or domestic technology
transfers. Review of exports are left to other executive
agencies that have the expertise to evaluate the transfer and
to determine the impact on national security, foreign policy
and other policy and releasability considerations.
The transfer of technology by a US business is subject to US
export controls: the Export Administration Regulations (EAR),
administered by the US Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Industry and Security (BIS), and the International Traffic in
Arms Regulations (ITAR), administered by the US Department
of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (DDTC). Under
the EAR and the ITAR, a license, approved agreement,
exception or exemption is required to export controlled
technology to a foreign person, whether within or outside the
US. The requests for approval submitted to these agencies are
reviewed by government personnel who understand the
technology, policy considerations and releasability guidelines,
typically involving review by the Department of Defense,
Defense Technology Security Administration and, in
appropriate cases, stakeholders in the Armed Services,
Department of State, the Intelligence Community and others.
Expansion of CFIUS Authority Over Already Regulated Export
Activities
FIRRMA would expand the definition of a covered transaction,
and thus CFIUS’s authority, to include the following: any
contribution “of both intellectual property and associated
support” to a foreign person as part of “any type of
arrangement” if the US business “produces, trades in, designs,
tests, manufactures, services, or develops one or more critical
technologies, or a subset of such technologies” (i.e., a “Critical
Technology Company”).
Essentially, FIRRMA empowers CFIUS – as a new export
licensing agency – to conduct an interagency review of all
covered technology transfers. In addition, FIRRMA would give
CFIUS authority to exempt “identified countries,” under its
discretion, from this new authority.
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Accordingly, CFIUS will create the equivalent of a license
exception for certain countries, possibly similar to an EAR
license exception (e.g., license exceptions for Country Group B
Shipments [GBS] or Strategic Trade Authorization [STA]).
The proposed legislation also leaves much open to CFIUS
interpretation. What exactly qualifies as an “arrangement” or
“contribution” is not clear, but FIRRMA’s description of these
concepts seems extremely broad. For example, the legislation
states that arrangements include any contribution “other than
through ordinary customer relationship … such as a joint
venture.” However, this language would likely include joint
development agreements, technology licenses and other joint
collaborations and initiatives. FIRRMA would thus give CFIUS
authority over almost any technology transfer involving
foreign persons that fall outside of ordinary course buy/sell
transactions by a US company that falls within the broad
definition of a Critical Technology Company.
Because CFIUS is an interagency body, technical reviews are
often carried out by its member agencies – such as the
Department of Commerce (through BIS). As a result, a CFIUS
review of a transfer of controlled technology under FIRRMA
would likely be handled by the same export control agency
that would handle it outside of the CFIUS process, duplicating
the regulatory review of such transfers. Alternatively, CFIUS
could have other agency members handle the review of a
technology transfer, but such a scenario would likely result in
inefficiencies and inconsistent results, as the institutional
expertise on technology transfers resides with the export
control agencies. So, under either scenario involving a CFIUS
review of already controlled technologies, the result is either
duplicative or inefficient and inconsistent.
Deals by Every US Company Operating in Controlled
Technologies Will Be Subject to CFIUS Review
The definition of a Critical Technology Company includes any
company dealing in already controlled technologies. This
includes any company dealing in Defense Articles or Defense
Services under the ITAR or dealing in certain technologies on
the CCL under the EAR. The EAR covered technologies include
ECCNs on the CCL that are controlled for any of the following
reasons: national security, chemical and biological weapons
proliferation, nuclear nonproliferation, missile technology,
regional stability, surreptitious listening, as well as certain
agents and toxins and if controlled pursuant to multilateral
regimes. Also included are nuclear-related products regulated
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Controls.
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However, unlike the existing export controls regime, which
triggers a licensing requirement based on the technology to be
exported, the CFIUS review proposed by FIRRMA would be
triggered by the type of company engaged in the technology
transfer. That is, every technology transfer by a Critical
Technology Company is potentially subject to CFIUS review,
even if the technology being transferred is not a critical
technology. Accordingly, a decontrolled technology transfer
(e.g., EAR99 technology) by a Critical Technology Company
could be subject to CFIUS review under the proposed
legislation.
Deals by US Companies In Emerging Technologies Will Be
Subject to CFIUS Review
FIRRMA adds to the current definition of critical technology by
including the concept of “emerging technologies,” defined
under FIRRMA as any technology that CFIUS deems “essential
for maintaining or increasing the technological advantage of
the US over countries of special concern with respect to
national defense, intelligence, or other areas of national
security, or gaining such an advantage over such countries in
areas where such an advantage may not currently exist.”
(Emphasis added.)
This definition under FIRRMA would give CFIUS discretionary
authority to deem certain technologies that are not listed on
the US Munitions List, CCL or any other list, as emerging
technologies. Indeed, under FIRRMA, CFIUS is the arbiter as to
which technologies are “emerging technologies.” As a result,
any US organization with new or innovative technology will
need to consider seeking CFIUS clearance for its transfer of
technology if the technology has a potential military or
intelligence application, or simply provides and advantage
over some country of “special concern” (to be defined in
CFIUS’s discretion).
Domestic Technology Transfers Will Be Subject to CFIUS
Review
FIRRMA would establish a new form of government approval
for domestic technology transfers. Currently, under the ITAR
and EAR a business organized to do business in the US is a US
person. This is true even if the company is partly or wholly
owned by a non-US person. There are numerous examples of
US companies that are vital to our defense industrial base and
critical infrastructure of the US but are foreign owned in whole
or in part. Under FIRRMA, these US companies would be
treated as foreign persons, and transfers of technology of the
type described above would be subject to CFIUS clearance.
That is because for CFIUS purposes a “foreign person” includes
any entity that is directly or indirectly “controlled” (a concept
broadly interpreted beyond majority holdings to include
minority holdings or special voting rights) by a foreign person.

FIRRMA Adds an Additional Layer to “Know Your Customer”
Due Diligence
The treatment of a US company as a foreign person for the
purpose of transferring technology adds an entirely new
compliance burden on US companies. Now, prior to making
even a domestic technology transfer, a US company must
undertake diligence to know if there is, or could be, foreign
control of the recipient. Because of the broad concept of
“control” for CFIUS purposes, companies would need to
determine whether the recipient organization has even small
foreign ownership interests. Over 10% voting interest is often
considered controlling by CFIUS standards, and CFIUS will even
find control when there is less than 10% foreign voting interest
coupled with other indicia of control.
Current export compliance knows your customer measures
are not structured to identify triggering foreign interests in a
CFIUS context. Not only will many companies need to revamp
their internal controls, but additional compliance resources
will also certainly be required to address the proposed
changes.
FIRRMA Will Chill Cross-border Cooperation and Innovation
and Will Deprive Our Military of the Best Technologies and
Solutions
The FIRRMA changes discussed herein appear to be based on
outdated concepts of US technological dominance. FIRRMA
will likely be a tremendous setback in the efforts made
through export control reform to improve US competitiveness
and innovation and US military access to the best technologies
and capabilities. The historical narrative of US export control
reform was strengthening controls around a smaller set of
items. However, the driving force was to avoid the trend of
non-US industry becoming “ITAR free” because of the
extraterritorial impact of the ITAR on non-US business. This is
a reality that was learned all too well in the space industry
after commercial communications satellites were moved to
ITAR, resulting in the assisted development of a European
satellite industry.
While the proposed legislation is certainly well intended, we
expect that the changes will have a chilling effect on future
technology transfer and cooperative arrangements to develop
and extend critical existing technologies, and perhaps, more
importantly, to advance and fund new emerging technologies.
Conclusion
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The proposed CFIUS authority over any arrangement,
collaboration or venture involving technology transfers
presents a realistic chill to US innovation. This expansive
oversight creates an obstacle to US businesses that can wall
off the US technology sector from the benefits of global
competition and collaboration. These expansions have already
raised concerns among US technology companies that operate
globally, with one leading technology company stating that
FIRRMA would turn CFIUS into a “super export control
agency.”[1] Our concern is that FIRRMA in its proposed
structure will do more to harm US national security interests
in the long run than it will to protect them.
[1] Statements by Christopher Padilla, Vice President for
Government and Regulatory Affairs, IBM Corporation,
testifying before the Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban
Affairs Committee, January 18, 2018.

Russian Sanctions: Addition of Certain
Entities to the Entity List (0694-AH48)
The Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) amends the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR) by adding twenty-one
entities to the Entity List. The twenty-one entities that are
added to the Entity List have been determined by the U.S.
Government to be acting contrary to the national security or
foreign policy interests of the United States. BIS is taking this
action to ensure the efficacy of existing sanctions on the
Russian Federation (Russia) for violating international law and
fueling the conflict in eastern Ukraine. These entities will be
listed on the Entity List under the destinations of the Crimea
region of Ukraine and Russia..
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/formsdocuments/regulations-docs/federal-register-notices/federalregister-2018/2194-83-fr-6949/file

Xcerra ends merger deal, says CFIUS
approval was unlikely
•

Xcerra (NASDAQ:XCRA) -2.6% after-hours on news it
will terminate its saleto China's Hubei Xinyan Equity
Investment Partnership, citing difficulty in securing
U.S. approval for the deal.

•

XCRA says it has become evident that CFIUS - the
Committee on Foreign Investment in the United
States, the panel with oversight of deals that could
lead to national security concerns - would not clear
the $580M transaction.

•

XCRA provides testing technology for semiconductors
and electronics, and the U.S. government has blocked
other attempts by Chinese interests to buy makers of
the chip technology used in mobile phones, military
equipment and other systems.
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This year’s Export Control Forum will be held on March 2728, 2018 at the Marriott Santa Clara, 2700 Mission College
Boulevard, Santa Clara, CA 95054. This conference will
include expert panels on U.S. embargoes and sanctions,
encryption, identifying and protecting emerging
technologies, the latest information on transfers from the
U.S. Munitions List to the Commerce Control List, updates to
the Foreign Trade Regulations, export compliance best
practices, enforcement, antiboycott compliance, and much
more.
As in years past, the Export Control Forum will include a
networking opportunity at the close of the first day, where
participants may interact with the speakers and other
attendees in a more congenial environment.
Registration and continental breakfast begin at 7:30 a.m. on
March 27, 2018. The program begins at 8:30
a.m. Conference sessions will run from 8:30-5:00 p.m. on
March 27, 2018, and from 8:30-12:00 p.m. on March 28,
2018. To register, please click here.
The exhibit hall will be open during the entire Forum on
Tuesday, March 27, 2018 from 7:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. and
Wednesday, March 28, 2018 from 7:30 a.m. – noon. To
register as an exhibitor, please click here.
For additional information on the content of the Export
Control Forum, please contact the BIS Office of Exporter
Services at 408-998-8806. Please refer registration or
administration questions to the Professional Association of
Exporters and Importers (PAEI) at paeiadmin@paei.org or at
(800)-930-7234.
Web Notice: The Directorate of Defense Trade Controls
(DDTC) is currently in the process of modernizing its IT
systems. During this time period, we anticipate there may be
delays in response times and time to resolve IT related
incidents and requests. We apologize for any inconvenience,
and appreciate your patience while we work to improve DDTC
services. If you need assistance, please contact the DDTC
Service Desk at (202) 663-2838, or email
at DtradeHelpDesk@state.gov (06.28.16)

“Who you are tomorrow beings
with what you do today”

2/12/18
83 FR 5968
Through this notice of inquiry, BIS is seeking
public comments to perform a
complementary review of items on the
Commerce Control List concurrent with the
Department of State’s review of the controls
implemented in its recent revisions to
Categories V, X and XI of the United States
Munitions List (which control explosives and
energetic materials, propellants, incendiary
agents and their constituents; personal
protective equipment; and military
electronics), to ensure that the descriptions
of these items on the CCL are clear, items for
normal commercial use are not inadvertently
controlled as military items on the USML,
technological developments are accounted
for on the control lists, and controls properly
implement the national security and foreign
policy objectives of the United States.
Comments must be received by BIS no later
than April 13, 2018.
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/formsdocuments/federal-register-notices-1/219183-fr-5968/file
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